
MOVIE REVIEW INDIANA JONES AND THE

Indy's first adventure is a rip-roaring action masterpiece. Read Common Sense Media's Indiana Jones and the Raiders
of the Lost Ark review, age rating, and.

Considering that each had atomic and nuclear weapons in their arsenal, a true war would have been
devastating for both countries. It's too easy to pick apart in order to take itself seriously. Equally crucial,
Spielberg had the sense to hold his movie to a reasonable length: If ever there seemed a likely candidate for
cinematic bloat, it was this film, with its two-decade gestation and over-syllabled title, but it wraps things up
in just under two hours. He meets lions and rhinos and snakes, tries to jump from a cliff onto a horse, acquires
his hat and whip and the tag line he uses in times of crisis, ''I'll think of something. Advertisement "Raiders"
was inspired by Saturday afternoon serials. Though here, too, credit Spielberg and LaBeouf for rescuing the
character from what I assume to be Lucas's over-the-top, Fonzish parody: the leather jacket, the motorcycle,
the hair-trigger combing of his pomaded ducktail--all that's missing is the mystical dominion over jukeboxes.
What does Indiana Jones stand for? Christopher Orr May 22, Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal
Skull is a trip down memory lane so twisty that one could easily get lost. Why are these important character
strengths? While the pacing and tone of the first movie felt spot-on, Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom
never really finds its rhythm. It was an exotic road picture. He is accompanied on his mission by Dr. The very
last shots at the end of the sequence are obligatory: The fortress must be destroyed. Characters such as Marion
Ravenwood, not seen since Raiders, return to help Indiana in his latest adventure. The sequence ends as an
adult claps a battered fedora down on Indiana's head, and then we flash forward to the era of World War II.
John Hurt also shows up as an old archeological colleague whose brain has been fried by the titular skull, and
Ray Winstone tags along as an on-again, off-again frenemy, earning perhaps the movie's best exchange. The
Jones movies by now have defined a familiar world of death-defying stunts, virtuoso chases, dry humor and
the quest for impossible goals in unthinkable places. Julian Glover Young Indy Let's get back to Indiana
Jones. The Holy Grail reminds us of the Ark of the Covenant in the first film, and in both cases the chase is
joined by Nazi villains. It's a roller-coaster ride, a visual extravaganza, a technical triumph, and a whole lot of
fun. Implied sex between Indy and Marion; he's shown shirtless and getting out of bed. The movies were too
spread apart eight years between the first three and nineteen years between the last two and it hit a little too
close to home with the historical and the cultural references in order to have universal appeal. Their getaway
leads them into a series of adventures: A flight over the Himalayas, a breathtaking escape from a crashing
plane, and a meeting with a village leader who begs Indiana to find and return the village's precious magic
jewel -- a stone which disappeared along with all of the village's children. There, Indiana swashbuckles his
way into the room where Henry Jones is held prisoner and finds his tweedy, academic, mildly befuddled Dad.
It is a top secret military base in Nevada. After young Indy discovers his life's mission in the early scenes, the
central story takes place years later, when Dr. But enough of intellectual film criticism. The movie does sag a
bit in places. By now, Indiana's quirks are so familiar that audiences can revel in the witty hints tossed out
about the hero. Spielberg has obviously studied Buster Keaton's " The General " , that silent classic that solved
the obvious logistic problem of a chase on railway tracks i. Said wrap-up is, regrettably, the weakest part of
the film, with a finale both too familiar and too far-fetched, and an epilogue much limper than necessary. Sean
Connery Marcus Brody Ford, so effortlessly heroic in Raiders, just seems mean in this film. And the great
tank in the desert is fearsome and convincing.


